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Paillier encryption: PuKP and PrKP generation 

>> isprime(127)
ans = 1
>> pp=127
>> isprime(113)
ans = 1
>> qp=113
qp =  113

>> dec2bin(N2)
ans = 
1100010001101001000011100001
N2=N2 has 28 bit length.

>> N=pp*qp
N =  14351
>> N2=N*N
N2 =  205951201
>> fy=(pp-1)*(qp-1)
fy =  14112

PuKP=N=14351

PrKP=fy=14112

Election Committee's - EC's Paillier public key for encryption is PuKP=N=14351
EC's Paillier PrKP=fy=14112 for decryption 

Candidate No1 is encoded by For trial voting Voter v votes for K2

Trial computations are performed with Octave using arithmetic with 28 bit length integers.
Since operations mod N2 are used in Paillier encryption, then |N2|=28 --> |N|=14.
Then prime numbers in Paillier encryption pp and pq must be chosen at length |pp|=|qp|=7 bits.
Then public key is  PuKP=N=pp*qp will have 14 bit length and is used for encryption.  
Private key is computed using Euler totient function and is denoted by PrKP=fy=(pp-1)*(qp-1)
and is used for decryption.
PuKP and PrKP are generated by Election Committee.
PuKP is distributed anong the voters to encrypt their vote.
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>> Np1=N+1
Np1 =  14352
>> c1=mod_exp(Np1,v,N2)
c1 = 1836929

>> rr=genprime(14)
rr = 8527
>> c2=mod_exp(rr,N,N2)
c2 = 95993489

>> c=mod(c1*c2,N2)
c = 70922292
Encrypted vote v is c

Message to be signed by Voter using Schnorr signature is a ciphertext c of encrypted vote v=128.
For signature creation Voter uses public parameters PP=(p, g) and Voter's PrK=y and PuK=b. 

r=gz mod p.  
Voter chooses secret number  z, 1<z<p-1 at random and computes first component r of his signature:

s=z+yc mod (p-1). 
Voter computes second component s of his signature     

By two steps:    >> s1=y*c mod (p-1),
                          >> s=z+s1 mod (p-1).

Voter's signature on c is =(r,s). 

Siganture verification relies on the validity of the following identity:
                          gs=rbc mod p.

Public Parameters for Schnorr signature PP = (p, q):  p=264304379;  g=2;

Input of PP
>> p=264304379
p =  264304379
>> g=2
g =  2

Candidate No1 is encoded by
>> K1=1
K1 =  1
Candidate No2 is encoded by
>> K2=128
K2 =  128

For trial voting Voter v votes for K2
>> v=128
v =  128

Schnorr signature on ciphertext c=70922292 formation

PrK = y and PuK = b for Schnorr signature generation for every Voter
>> y=randi(p)
y =  112035823
>> b=mod_exp(g,y,p)
b = 196724697

Paillier encryption of vote v=128 using PuKP=N=14351

Since c=70 922 292 < p=264 304 379 then there is no need to compute h-value on c for signing.
Schnorr signature is placed directly on c.

Schnorr signature generation on c.
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                          gs=rbc mod p.
Firstly the left-side of identity is computed: 
                          >> g_s=mod_exp(g,s,p).
Secondly the right-side of identity is computed by two steps:
                          >> b_c=mod_exp(b,c,p),
                          >> rb_c=mod(r*b_c,p).

>> z=randi(p)
z =  139577586
>> r=mod_exp(g,z,p)
r = 183442916

>> s1=mod(y*c,p-1)
s1 = 126446070
>> s=mod(z+s1,p-1)
s = 1719278

Signature verification by identity:
gs=rbc mod p.

>> g_s=mod_exp(g,s,p)
g_s = 112739988
>> b_c=mod_exp(b,c,p)
b_c = 50946217
>> rb_c=mod(r*b_c,p)
rb_c = 112739988

r = 183442916
s = 1719278

Schnorr signature generation on c = 70922292 with Octave

Example of two Voters V1, V2 with two candidates encoded by K1=1, K2=128.
All public parameters are the same.
For Voter V1 private and public keys are the same.
For Voter V2 private and public keys are regenerated.

Voter V1:

y1 =  112035823
>> b1=mod_exp(g,y,p)
b1 = 196724697

>> Np1=N+1
Np1 =  14352
>> v1=128
v1 =  128
>> rr1=randi(N)
rr1 =  13726
>> c1_1=mod_exp(Np1,v1,N2)
c1_1 = 1836929
>> c1_2=mod_exp(rr1,N,N2)
c1_2 = 113180295
>> c1=mod(c1_1*c1_2,N2)

c1 = 135826173

Voter V2:

>> y2=randi(p)
y2 =  1337456
>> b2=mod_exp(g,y2,p)
b2 = 246605982

>> Np1=N+1
Np1 =  14352
>> v2=1
v2 =  1
>> rr2=randi(N)
rr2 =  12193
>> c2_1=mod_exp(Np1,v2,N2)
c2_1 = 14352
>> c2_2=mod_exp(rr2,N,N2)
c2_2 = 10725786
>> c2=mod(c2_1*c2_2,N2)

c2 = 90933525
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>> c1=mod(c1_1*c1_2,N2)

c1 = 135826173
r1 = 133028695
s1 = 42739299
b1 = 196724697

>> c2=mod(c2_1*c2_2,N2)

c2 = 90933525
r2 = 68990074
s2 = 145234036
b2 = 246605982

                   Election Committee - EC verification
Every voter must send also a signature verification code as it is presented below

>> g_s=mod_exp(g,s,p)
g_s = 112739988
>> b_c=mod_exp(b,c,p)
b_c = 50946217
>> rb_c=mod(r*b_c,p)
rb_c = 112739988

for Schnorr signature with parameters presented abowe
r = 183442916
s = 1719278

>> c12=mod(c1*c2,N2)
c12 = 87568967
>> d1=mod_exp(c12,fy,N2)
d1 = 175397923
>> d2=mod((d1-1)/N,N)
d2 = 12222
>> fy_m1=mulinv(fy,N)
fy_m1 = 5224
>> d3=mod(d2*fy_m1,N)
d3 = 129
>> V=128+1
V =  129

r1 = 133028695
s1 = 42739299
TRUE: Signature correct
        Val=    52963243
This value is also equals to
>> g_s1=mod_exp(g,s1,p)

r2 = 68990074
s2 = 145234036
TRUE: Signature correct
        Val=    241875818
This value is also equals to
>> g_s2=mod_exp(g,s2,p)

68178706

Attention: Merkle Tree will not be included in Exam.
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